
IF YOU WANT TO LOVE ME BABY
♀ ( SHOOBEDOO ) ♂

Capo 5

Lam  -  %  -  Mi7  -  % 
 

Lam 
If you want to love me baby 
 Sol 
and I want to love you baby 
 Fa        Mi7 
We can 
 Lam 
And we can stay on this position 
 Sol 
then I wait for your decision 
 Fa        Mi7 
Understand 

 
Lam 
Oh… 
Sol                         Fa 
Take good time to see me through 
 Mi7 
your eyes of sadness 
Lam 
Shoobedoo… 
Sol                                        Fa 
Smile for me baby with my love I can mend 
 Mi7                         % 
your broken heart 

 
Lam 

If you think you need me baby 
 Sol 
and I know I need you baby 
 Fa        Mi7 
It’s true 
 Lam 
And may I call to your attention 
 Sol 
it’s important that I mention 
 Fa                Mi7 
I love you 

 
Lam 
Oh… 
Sol                         Fa 
Take good time to see me through 
 Mi7 
your eyes of sadness 
Lam 
Shoobedoo… 
Sol                                        Fa 
Smile for me baby with my love I can mend 
 Mi7                        % 
your broken heart 

[|: Lam  -  Sol  -  Fa  -  Mi7  :|]  x 2 
 
Lam 
Oh… 
Sol                         Fa 
Take good time to see me through 
 Mi7 
your eyes of sadness 
Lam 
Shoobedoo… 
Sol                                        Fa 
Smile for me baby with my love I can mend 
 Mi7                        Fa7 
your broken heart 

 
Sibm 

If you think that you can love me 
 Sol# 
and now I can prove without you 
 Fa#                Fa7 
It’s time to find a way 
 Sibm 
Love is not a fool’s invention 
 Sol# 
then I’m full of good intention 
 Fa# 
You’ll find 
Fa7 
gimme all your lovin’   (Bis) 

 
Coda Ad Lib.

Sibm 
Oh… 
Sol#                       Fa# 
Take good time to see me through 
 Fa7 
your eyes of sadness 
Sibm 
Shoobedoo… 
Sol#                                      Fa# 
Smile for me baby with my love I can mend 
 Fa7                         % 
your broken heart 
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